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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
Nightstick Launches 650-Lumen Narrow Rail Compact Handgun Lights 

Adds TCM-365 and TCM-5B models to WML lineup 
 

Wylie, Texas - Nightstick, a global manufacturer of professional portable LED lighting products 

announces the launch of its TCM-365 for the Sig Sauer® P365 family and TCM-5B model for 

more than two dozen narrow rail EDC handguns including the Glock® G43X & G48X MOS, 

Springfield Armory® Hellcat and Sig Sauer P365 X-Macro. 

Both new models feature ultra-performance LEDs and an optimized TIR lens, delivering a 
brighter and more penetrating 650-lumen beam for up to 2 hours, illuminating objects up to 
136 meters away. The TCM-365’s unique rail clamp is engineered specifically to lock into the 
proprietary slots on each side of the P365, X, XL, SAS, 380 and Specter Comp frames. 
 
Weighing only 2.2 ounces, constructed of aircraft-grade aluminum, and rated as IP-X7 

waterproof, each light provides robust illumination at moments when low-light threat 

identification and target discrimination are imperative. Both feature intuitive dual rear-facing 

switches, programmable ON/OFF strobe mode, and a 'Safe Mode' battery lockout to prevent 

accidental activation during storage or transportation.  

“Nationwide we’ve continued to see data indicating consumers are moving towards more 

compact EDC pistols from major brands, especially narrow frame models with increased round 

capacity that rival standard width compact pistol models from a decade ago. That strategic 

decision to reduce weight and bulk for a daily-carry pistol shouldn’t penalize buyers who still 

prioritize a weapon light as part of their carry setup with limited options,” says Brian Whalen, 

Public Safety Marketing Manager for Nightstick. “These handgun owners and concealed carry 

practitioners will now benefit from the powerful 650-lumen beam and intuitive rear-facing 

switches from our TCM-365 and 5B for threat identification and confirmation, when life 

depends on light™." 

The Nightstick TCM-365 and TCM-5B feature a spring-loaded rail clamp and a convenient coin-
cut screw head for toolless installation. Ready to install out of the box, the TCM-5B include two 
additional handgun-specific rail inserts, Allen wrench, and one CR123 lithium battery. Both 
lights care covered by Nightstick’s limited lifetime warranty.  
 
To see which Nightstick weapon lights fit your specific handgun, check out our new Light Finder 
tool at nightstick.com/lightfinder 

http://www.nightstick.com/
http://www.nightstick.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrAOY9tZVrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wrAOY9tZVrM
https://www.nightstick.com/products/tcm-365
https://www.nightstick.com/products/tcm-5b
http://www.nightstick.com/lightfinder


  

 
 
TCM-365 FITS THE FOLLOWING MODELS: Sig Sauer® P365, P365X, P365XL, P365 SAS, P365-380, 
and P365XL Spectre Comp. 
 
TCM-5B FITS THE FOLLOWING MODELS: Glock® G43X MOS, Glock 48 MOS, Glock 43X RAIL, 
Glock 48 RAIL, Sig Sauer® P365 X-Macro, Heckler & Koch® HK45 Compact, Ruger® Security 9C 
and 380C, SCCY® CPX1/CPX2, Shadow Systems CR920, Smith & Wesson® M&P M2.0 
Subcompact, M&P 5.7, M&P 380 Shield EZ, M&P Shield 9 EZ, M&P 30 Super Carry, Equalizer, 
Beretta® PX4 Storm Subcompact, Springfield Armory® XD-E & XD-S, KelTec® P15, Walther® CCP 
& P22, Springfield Armory Hellcat, Stoeger® STR-9MC, Taurus® Millennium G2, TX-22 Compact, 
Walther® P22 as well as 1913 Short/Narrow Railed Subcompact handguns. 
 
About NIGHTSTICK® 
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting 
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed 
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED lighting 
products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering 
commitment to product quality and exceptional customer service, Nightstick – Life Depends on LightTM. 
 
To find a global retailer near you, visit: https://www.nightstick.com/pages/where-to-buy 

Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, and YouTube.  
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